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GLASS
SHOWCASE
JULIEN
PACAUD

Name:
Julien Pacaud
Location:
Le Mans, France
Occupation:
Visual artist & illustrator
Definition of personal sphere:
A metaphysical skin

Currently favourite artists:
Betsy Walton, Julia Fullerton-Batten,
Allyson Mellberg
Tools of Trade:
Scanner + Photoshop

Artwork in 4 words:
Playing to be god

Current obsessions:
Understanding why Portland seems to be
THE place to be

Inspirational for Julien Pacaud:
the past and the future

Personal temptation:
Leaving on a neverending journey
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“Geometric Parade”

STONE
SHOWCASE
étienne-jules
marey
Born:
March 5, 1830
Died:
May 21, 1904
Location:
France
Occupation:
Physiologist, chronophotographer

Influences:
Eadweard Muybridge, Alphonse Penaud,
astronomer Jules Janssen’s photographic
revolver
Influenced:
Cinematography, animated photography,
Marcel Duchamp, Leland Stanford,
Eadweard Muybridge, Thomas Edison
and Louis Lumière

Associated with:
Nothing you’ve ever seen before him

Tools of trade:
Chronophotographic fixed plate,
camera equipped with a timed shutter,
chronophotographic gun capable of
taking 12 consecutive frames per second,
motion analysis filmstrips

Influences:
Eadweard Muybridge, Alphonse Penaud,
astronomer Jules Janssen’s photographic
revolver

Elements:
The walk of men and horses, the flight
of birds and insects, aerial locomotion,
movement

Techniques:
Chronophotography
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Motion Study
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CHAINS +
SCISSORS

thora.noir
.dream mirrors.
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CHAINS +
SCISSORS

anemic.cinema
collapsing new people.
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EYE TEASER

Lauren Simonutti | USA
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